Worth A Baby’s
Weight In Gold

Why Won’t You Listen To Me?!
(NAPSA)—Communication is
the foundation of every relationship. So when a loved one or
friend appears to have stopped listening, the other person can feel
ignored and resentful.
However, for the approximately
28 million Americans who suffer
from hearing loss, a lack of attentiveness may not be intentional; it
may be that they simply cannot
hear what is being said.
According to Dr. David Fabry,
clinical research audiologist, early
warning signs of hearing loss may
include difficulty hearing people
unless they are facing you, setting
the TV or radio higher than others
would prefer, and fatigue and
frustration caused by the effort to
hear.
“Hearing is often an unappreciated sense despite the fact that
hearing connects us to others
through communication,” said
Fabry. “When we can’t hear well,
we are cut off. Many hearingimpaired people feel depressed,
isolated and alone.”
Ninety-five percent of hearing
disorders can be corrected with
the use of a hearing aid. However,
the American Academy of Audiologists estimates that about half of
sufferers will not seek help, often
because they feel embarrassed or
stigmatized wearing a hearing
aid. Additionally, the person suffering the hearing loss may not
recognize the extent of the problem. Family and loved ones often
recognize the signs first, as they
become more frustrated trying to
make themselves heard.
People 65 and over—particularly those with vision and dexterity problems—tend to resist hearing aids because of the frustration
involved in using these small
devices, including the frequent
replacement of tiny batteries.
If you or a loved one experience
hearing problems that are causing
a strain on daily life and relationships, the first step is to schedule

(NAPSA)—Parents and babies
alike win, thanks to an exciting
new baby food sweepstakes. One
lucky parent will receive her
baby’s birth weight in gold (up to
$50,000).

In many cases, when a person
seems to have stopped listening,
a hearing aid can help to restore
communication.
an appointment with a licensed
audiologist. The audiologist will
run a range of tests to determine if
and what type of hearing aid is
needed. The hearing aid fitting
will not end until both you and
the audiologist are satisfied with
the device’s performance and your
ability to use it.
Manufacturers are now offering hearing aids that are much
less conspicuous for the wearer.
For example, Phonak recently
introduced new models that are
extremely small and virtually
invisible. One model is discreetly
controlled by a specially designed
wristwatch.
Accessories such as batteries
are also becoming easier to use.
Duracell EasyTab, a battery that
features an extra-long tab that can
be grasped between the thumb
and forefinger and used as a “tool”
to maneuver the battery into even
the smallest hearing aid, simplifies hearing aid battery replacement. In addition, the package is
easy to open and close and discreet
to carry.
“Working with an audiologist,
consumers can find hearing aids
that are finely tailored to their
hearing needs, lifestyle and preferences,” said Fabry.
If you suspect you have a hearing problem, speak with an audiologist. To learn more about Duracell EasyTab batteries, visit the
Web site at www.duracell.com.

Talk about big gains. One
grand prize winner will receive
her baby’s birth-weight in gold.
The Beech-Nut Buy “Gold” Win
“Gold” Game is in honor of the
recent gold medal for taste that
was awarded to Beech-Nut by the
A m e r i c a n Ta s t i n g I n s t i t u t e /
Quality Institute International.
In addition to the grand prize,
parents can win one of the following prizes:
• A one-year supply of BeechNut award-winning jarred baby
food
• A roll of 25 one-dollar golden
coins
• A jar of Beech-Nut baby food
To enter, visit www.beechnut.com/buy and enter the package code from any Beech-Nut
product. Prize winners are notified instantly and all entrants are
automatically entered in the
Grand Prize drawing. The winner
will be announced in January
2003. More information is available at www.beech-nut.com.

Cleaning Up America’s Communities
(NAPSA)—By getting the dirt
on window cleaning, one cleanup
team recently put some extra
sparkle in America’s communities.
The nonprofit organization
SHiNE (Seeking Harmony in
Neighborhoods Everyday) and SC
Johnson, the makers of Windex®,
joined forces to “Team Up to Clean
Up.” In select cities across America, Team Windex, a mobile cleaning team consisting of city officials, residents, SHiNE youth and
expert window cleaners, worked
together in a community effort to
clean glass and other surfaces.
Based on the number of surfaces cleaned, SC Johnson made a
donation to SHiNE of $30,000.
Susan Olsen, better known as
Cindy Brady of the long-time TV
favorite, The Brady Bunch, helped
kick off the team effort in Chicago,
by joining in to clean prominent
landmarks, schools and under
served communities.
“I’ve always valued organizations that take an interest in helping to improve our cities and
neighborhoods,” said Olsen.
As the tour traveled to Boston
and Philadelphia, Aida Turturro of
the HBO hit series The Sopranos
was on hand to help with the community cleaning.
The results of a recent survey
on window cleaning may also help
communities clean up.
According to the Windex Come
Clean survey, streaks drive more
than two-thirds of Americans (69
percent) into a glass-cleaning
frenzy and nearly half (47 percent)
of the respondents ranked window
cleaning their least favorite household chore. Most survey respondents (79 percent) thought window
cleaning would be easier with a
wipe.
New Windex Glass & Surface
Wipes are a quick and easy way to
clean glass and other hard sur-

69%
Percent of Americans driven crazy by streaks
47%
Percent of Americans who ranked window
cleaning their least favorite chore
40%
Percent of Americans who prefer cleaning
the floor to cleaning the windows
33%
Percent of Americans who prefer dusting to
cleaning the windows
faces, and provide the convenience
of having the wipe and glass
cleaner combined into one easy,
resealable package.
For more information about the
success of the Windex and SHiNE
“Team Up to Clean Up” events log
onto www.windexglasscleaner.com.
Or visit www.shine.com.

Four Tips To A “Streak-Free Shine”
Every Time
• Wash windows in the morning and avoid
washing them on sunny days. Sunlight can
heat up windows causing the washing
solution to dry too quickly.
• For a convenient way to get a "streakfree shine” in the car, grab a pack of new
Windex Glass and Surface Wipes.
• Dirt left on windows over time becomes
harder to remove and sometimes can etch
the glass causing permanent damage.
• Wash the inside of windows from left to
right and the outside from top to bottom,
so you know which side of the glass is
streaked.

Bargains For Budget-Conscious Consumers

***
A bore is a person who talks
when you want him to listen.
—Ambrose Bierce
***

(NAPSA)—Irving Berlin, the
accomplished songwriter who
helped change the direction of
American popular music—with
more than 1,000 songs to his
credit—is being honored by the
U.S. Postal Service with a commemorative 37 cent stamp. To
see the Irving Berlin stamp, visit
the Postal Service Web site at
www.usps.com. Other current
U.S. stamps, as well as a free
comprehensive catalog, are available toll-free by calling 1-800STAMP-24.
When treating a child with a
fever, a cold, the flu or any common ailment, parents may have
questions about the use of overthe-counter medications. According to the National Council on
Patient Information and Education (NCPIE), parents need to “Be
Med Wise.” To help consumers
learn the facts about the safe use
of OTC medicines, NCPIE has
launched a new public education
campaign called Be MedWise. For
information, visit the site at
www.bemedwise.org.

***
Don’t be chary of appreciation.
Hearts are unconsciously hungry for it.
—Phillips Brooks
***

You may be eligible for a free
replacement plumbing system if
you have leaky polybutylene (PB)
plastic pipe installed between
Jan. 1, 1978 and July 31, 1995.
The free offer can apply if your
PB system has leaked, is leaking
now or leaks in the future. If the
structure you own has polybutylene plumbing, you may want to
call the Consumer Plumbing
Recovery Center (CPRC) toll free
at 1-800-392-7591 or visit the
Web site at www.pbpipe.com. The
site features all the information
needed to file a claim, including a
claims eligibility form.

***
Govern a great nation as you
would cook a small fish; don’t
overdo it.
—Lao—Tzu
***
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(NAPSA)—With this year ’s
extra-short shopping season only
adding to everyone’s stress levels, savvy shoppers should be
thinking of ways to maximize
two things: their time and their
wallets.
Many people have already
learned to turn to one-stop shopping destinations such as offprice retailers for gift ideas. But
with Thanksgiving falling later
than usual on the calendar, the
attraction of places like Marshalls may be even greater.
There, you can often find a variety
of choices from gift sets to gourmet
baskets to designer fashions and
accessories at discounts from 20 to
60 percent off retail prices.
“Luxury gift sets are always convenient, and—if you have time to
spare—you can create a personalized gift by delivering seasonal
fashions and gifts in decorative
boxes, baskets and totes,” said
Colleen Healy, a Marshalls shopping expert.
Here are some gift suggestions
to try on for size:
• Ladies Only: Matching cashmere scarves and gloves rank high
with the fashionista in the family.
Bath and body sets, including luxurious lotions, fragrances, soaps
and candles offer pampering,
while fine jewelry can be a great
romantic gesture. Also look for
suede, leather, cashmere and faux
fur fashions and accessories to
help complete any holiday look.
• The Manly Man: Gifts including suede gloves, cashmere scarves,
leather wallets and designer fragrances are invariably a hit.
Leather coats with shearling

Many people are turning to offprice retailers this holiday season for gift ideas for less.
accents and heavy wool sweaters
can add luxury and style. Not sure
what to get? Consider designer
neckties.
• Kidding Around: Picture
books, sticker and stationery sets,
jewelry boxes and dolls make fun
gifts for girls, while science kits,
wooden blocks and mystery books
for boys can be great choices,
especially when given in backpacks and tote bags. Ski-influenced clothing is also hot for both
sexes.
• Home for the Holidays: China,
decanters and ornaments can bring
holiday cheer into any home. For
the hostess, gifts of Belgian chocolates, gourmet cookies and Italian
biscotti and assorted English teas
and jams are appreciated.
Marshalls features daily shipments of new merchandise,
extended shopping hours and
flexible layaway plans. To find
the nearest Marshalls, you can
call 1-800-MARSHALLS or visit
www.MarshallsOnline.com.

